The New Zealand Curriculum expects that students will think
about, record, and communicate experiences, ideas, and
information to meet specific learning purposes.

There are three parts to writing.
1. Process – Plan-write-revise-edit-publish
2. Purpose – the reason for writing
3. The knowledge and skills of writing - Knowledge of
vocabulary, sentences, spelling , punctuation and grammar

Part One – The Process
Planning/Drafting/Writing/Revising/Editing/Publishing
Students plan for writing using
talk, words, pictures, and genre
scaffolds

At this point students can
choose to publish their
writing for someone to
read.

Now students look and check
for errors in their spelling,
punctuation and grammar.

Using their planning students write their
draft thinking about vocabulary choices,
sentences and organisation of their ideas

After recording their ideas students revisit their
work and think: Have my ideas met the task?
What do I need to add in, take out, re-write, rearrange?

Part Two: The Purpose
Students need to be aware of the reason for writing:

-

Persuading
Arguing a point of view
Informing – reports and explanations
Describing
Recounting an experience
Narratives

THE PURPOSE for writing decides the ‘how to’ (The
process) when students approach their writing tasks.

When thinking about the purpose for writing make
decisions about:
Who am I writing to? What links can I make to what I already know? What
vocab shall I use? What messages do I need to get across to my readers?
What information do I need to get to support my thinking?

Part 3 The knowledge and skills of writing - (Knowledge of
vocabulary, sentences, spelling , punctuation
and grammar)

This is where students learn the mechanics
of writing. Key elements include:
- Handwriting – shaping upper and lower case letters correctly
- Spelling – essential lists
- Spelling rules – nouns, plurals,
- Vocabulary building - everyday words (town, school) - academic words
(explain, visualise) - topic specific words (insect, flower, petal)

-

Sentences – simple, compound, complex
Punctuation
Grammar
Language features like similes, metaphors, personification,
labelled diagrams, charts and electronic material

What can you
expect to see at
each year level?

Starting School - learning to write simple texts:
Student plan for writing using talk, pictures and
attempt to record their ideas and experiences
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students hold an idea in their head long enough to write it down
Use words from their oral language
Learn to write one idea at a time
Have a go at spelling dominant sounds in the
order they hear them
Attempt punctuation
Write from left to right
Leave spaces in between words when I write
Form letters correctly
Use alphabet and blend cards to help with
their writing

learning to write simple texts
At this level students
• Plan for writing, using talk, text or drawing
• Write their ideas, answers, opinions or a question about a topic

• Listen to feedback about their writing and: add or take out bits.
Change spelling where they can.
• They use interesting words from their own experiences

or stories they have read and classroom activities
• Write simple sentences.
• Write one or more compound sentences
joined by ‘and‘ or ‘but’.
• Use blends, word chunks and word endings to try
to spell words they are not sure of
• Spell simple everyday words accurately
• Use capital letters to begin sentences
• Use full stops to end sentences

write simple texts independently
• They write our ideas about experiences, information, or classroom
topics
• They use se simple planning strategies like a brainstorm to plan for
writing
• They write ideas using different genre structures such as descriptions
and reports, adding details where they can.
• They listen to feedback about their writing and: add or take out bits.
• They correct spelling where they can
• They write using simple and compound sentences
to connect more than one idea
• They use simple conjunctions correctly like ‘but’ and ‘because’
• They use words from topic learning areas as well as words
from their discussions and from the books they know
• There are some attempts at variety and precision in the use
of adjectives, nouns and verbs to give their work impact.
• They capital letters and fullstops correctly

A year 2 Writing Illustration
This writer states a point of view, and
backs it up with reasons.
The reasons and opinions include some
simple detail
The vocabulary indicates strong feelings

Begins to sequence ideas
Use simple sentences.

Uses conjunctions to link ideas – cause
and effect
Spells most essential words correctly
Records dominant sounds in order
when attempting words

Using basic
structures that meets a purpose eg, an explanation
• Planning – use planning strategies eg. – mindmaps, and lists to show the difference
Students can create texts that are relevant to a topic or experience
• Content includes several ideas and a personal comment may be added. Students at
this level often assume that their audience is familiar with the situation in which
they are writing about.
• Revise and edit writing check to see if it makes sense and impacts on the reader.
• Give others feedback on their writing
• Check writing for – spelling, grammar, punctuation by using own knowledge about
words and sentence-making. Basic punctuation is correctly used.
• Publish work in a variety of ways depending on purpose and audience
• Writing is clearly sequenced – (beginning ,middle, end)
• Vocabulary is beginning to be chosen specifically to engage the audience. Eg, Use
specific adjectives, verbs etc. Some specific vocabulary related to the topic is used
• Sentences are mostly simple and compound sentences which are usually correct.
Students may attempt complex sentences
• They can spell many words from essential lists 1-4 and some from 5-6
• Use language features like labelled diagrams to support meaning

A Year 3 Writing Illustration - Argument
This writer is aware of his audience
and writes directly to them.

The ideas are stated clearly.
He varies sentence beginnings and
attempts complex sentences
He uses topic related vocabulary
He uses language features like a
rhetorical question

Spells most essential words correctly
Understands capital letter fullstops
and question marks.

independently write
simple text structures to suit an audience or purpose
• Students select and use tools like graphic organises to plan and organise
information to meet the purpose for writing
• Their writing covers a range of ideas and details support the main ideas
• They are aware they are writing for an audience
• Students re-read, revise and edit their writing for clarity, impact and check to
see it if meets the purpose. This is often in response to feedback.
• They proofread for accuracy of spelling, grammar and punctuation
• Sentences are mainly simple and compound. They are starting to use some
complex sentences that show different beginnings. Sentences are mostly
grammatically correct.
• They use an increasing range of vocabulary taken from their reading, topic and
personal experiences
• They use se vocabulary that clearly conveys ideas, experiences and information
• They can spell words from essential lists 1-4 accurately and most from 5-7
• They can use dictionaries and thesauruses to check meanings of words and ot
find new words
• They now include speech marks, commas for lists and for contractions correctly
most of the time
• They are applying spelling rules with increasing accuracy

A Year 4 Writing Illustration – Personal Experience
This author shares an experience
that is significant them
The writing demonstrates personal
voice
The ideas include some supporting
detail
The ideas are sequenced
The sentences are mostly simple
and compound.
There is some attempt to have
different sentences beginnings
Essential words and many content
specific words are spelt correctly
Attempts at unknown words show
evidence of knowing spelling
patterns

write with an increasing level
of control when meeting a range of purposes across the curriculum
• Students understand the purpose for writing - to narrate, explain, narrate,
inform, persuade, describe , recount
• They use a variety of planning formats
• They select content that is relevant to the task – main ideas are elaborated and
include details
• They make deliberate choices of vocabulary related to the task – subject specific
and descriptive to create mood and create a mental image
• They organise related ideas into paragraphs
• They use visual language features like charts and diagrams to support meaning
• They independently revise and edit their writing to clarify meaning and add
impact, often in response to feedback
• They proof read to check spelling, grammar and punctuation using both print
and electronic tools
• They write accurate simple and compound sentences.
• Use a variety of sentence lengths including some complex sentences that are
accurately punctuated.
• Basic punctuation is correct. Attempts complex punctuation like semi-colons
• Spelling rules are used reliably
• Essential spelling list 1-7 are correctly spelt

A Year 5 Writing Illustration – Personal experience
The author write about a
personally significant event. He
add thought and feelings. He also
adds detail and comment.
He organises his ideas and leads
the reader to an effective
conclusion
He uses a variety of sentences –
some short and punchy others that
have more complex comment.
He is taking risks with vocabulary
Punctuation shows increasing
independence
He spells a range of essential and
content words correctly

Create texts appropriate for
their purposes, and audiences choosing effective content, language and text
structures. Students are required to write more complex texts that students in year 5.
• Students understand the purpose for writing - to narrate, explain, narrate,
inform, persuade, describe , recount
• They use a variety of planning formats
• They select content that is relevant to the task – main ideas are elaborated and
include details
• They make deliberate choices of vocabulary related to the task – subject specific
and descriptive to create mood and create a mental image
• They organise related ideas into paragraphs
• They use visual language features like charts and diagrams to extend meaning
• They independently revise and edit their writing to clarify meaning and add
impact. They actively seek feedback for this.
• They proof read to check spelling, grammar and punctuation using both print
and electronic tools
• They write accurate simple and compound sentences.
• Use a variety of sentence lengths including some complex sentences that are
accurately punctuated.
• Basic punctuation is correct. Attempts complex punctuation like semi-colons
• Spelling rules are used reliably
• Essential spelling list 1-7 are correctly spelt

A Year 6 Writing Illustration – Explanation
The author has identified her audience
and tries to engage them by speaking
directly to them. The vocabulary she uses
shows that too.- “if you are like my
mother”
A phenomenon is clearly explained
The author attempts to group, organise
and prioritise ideas

Ideas are linked in paragraphs
The author punctuates with increasing
independence
Spelling of essential words is correct
Some explanation langugae is used

To sum up
When writing, students create texts using the
following elements:
Ideas - Structure - Vocabulary - Sentences
Organisation and sequence of ideas
Spelling - Punctuation and Grammar
Over time teachers help students to build and strengthen their
processing systems and knowledge of writing skills to create
longer and more complex texts.

Enjoy listening to your child share their writing with
you tonight.

